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Abstract
Originally introduced to render probabilistic objects,
particle systems are now used in a wide range of applications. Oriented particle systems were designed as a dynamic modelling tool for describing 3D free-form objects.
We propose a new method using oriented particle systems
to dynamically simulate 3D deformable objects that may
either come back to their initial shape or break during animations. This method can be used in a physically based
animation system. We also propose a new more robust
expression for the attraction/repulsion interaction between
particles.

Resume
Introduits en informatique graphique pour pallier aux
lacunes de la geometrie c1assique, les systemes de particules sont maintenant utilises dans de nombreux types
d' applications. Les systemes de particules orientees ont
ete crees pour modeliser des surfaces tri-dimensionnelles
de forme libre. Nous proposons une nouvelle methode
utilsant des systemes de particules orientees pour simuler
dynamiquement des objets deformables . Cette methode
peut etre utilisee pour I'animation par ordinateur avec des
modeles physiques. Nous presentons aussi une nouvelle
expression pour les interactions d'attraction/repulsion
utile pour tous les systemes de particules (orientees ou
non) .
Keywords: particle systems, deformable models,
dynamic simulation, computer animation
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Introduction

Originally, particle systems were designed by W. T.
Reeves to render fuzzy objects like fire [10] or trees and
grass [11]. These first particle systems where initialized
by stochastic processes and driven by a very rough approximation of the dynamic laws. There was no interac-

tion between particles. Spectacular movies such as Star
Trek 11: The Wrath of Khan - scene of the Genesis Demo
(June 1982 - Paramount) show the power of particle modelling. Further research focused on the control of movements [12, 15,5], as well as physical simulation of fluids and deformable bodies [8, 14, 7, 6]. In 1992, Richard
Szeliski and David Tonnesen presented another improvement of particle systems [13]. They used anisotropic basic
elements, called oriented particles, to model complex 3D
surfaces.
A particle system can be seen as a set of point masses
called particles moving under external actions. Such a
simple system can be improved in several ways. The first
one is to add interactions between particles such as attraction/repulsion forces. These forces maintain a distance
between two interacting particles by applying a repulsion
force when particles are too close and an attraction force
when they are too far away.
The paper proposes a new approach, based on oriented
particles, for modeling and animating shape memory objects. The next section is an introduction to the notion
of oriented particle. Section 3 presents a new attractionrepulsion force called cohesion force. This force gives a
better control on the oscillations of (oriented or not) particle systems. Section 4 describes interaction laws, called
form interactions, that impose shape constraints on the objects geometry. As a result, particles can be used to simulate 3D free-form deformable surfaces that recover their
original shape after deformation. This is described in section 5. A different application is given in section 6 where
form interactions are used to impose shape memory not to
the surface of objects but to skeletons that define an implicit surface. This leads to a new kind of shape memory deformable objects based on oriented particles and implicit surfaces. The last section is devoted to ongoing research and future work.

+iMAGIS is ajoint project between CNRS , INRIA , Institut National
Polytechnique de Grenoble and Uni versite Joseph Fourier
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Figure 1: Oriented particles - Definition
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Figure 2: Le nnard-Jo nes intermo lec ul ar fo rce functi on

where r is the distance between the two interacting particles, a, ~, n and m are constants 2 . With r less than ro this
is a repulsion force, when r is equal to ro particles are in
a rest state. With r between ro and ri, the force applied is
an attractive force. When r is greater than ri , there is no
interaction between the particles. ro is called the rest di stance, and rl the influence radius.
This kind of force is isotropic; it depends only on the di stance between interacting particles. The torque generated
by this interaction law is identically null.
In order to force the particles to group themselves into
surface-like shapes, a complex interaction law deriving
from the weighted sum of three potentials is added. The
force and torque derived from each potential try to place
particles in specific relative positions. The geometric constraints enforced by the potential s emitted by particle A applied to B, as presented in [13] are the following :
• co-planarity:
(pp = (n
A.r)2\jf(llrll)
The force and the torque deriving from thi s potenti al
act to pl ace particles in the same plane.
(PN = Il nA - nBI12\jf(ll r l!)
• co-normality:
The co-normality potenti al has been added to the set
of interactio n forces to co ntro l twist.
• co-c ircularity:
(Pc = ((nA + nBF?\jf(l lrl l)
The co-c ircularity fo rce and torque translate and rotate particles to pl ace the m along a c ircle.

2 Oriented particles
Oriented particles pro ve to be useful for modelling 3D
shapes. The fo llowing de finiti o ns are take n from [ 13] and
wi ll be used th ro ughout the paper. The ori gi nal paper [ 13]
also describes some derived tools fo r modelling.
Besides class ical mass and position, an oriented parti cle is defi ned by a normal vector I (Fi gure I). Each particl e can be considered as a surface e lement. The system
o beys so lid dynamic laws. Each interaction law is model led by a fo rce and a torque. Linear acceleratio n can be
computed fro m appli ed forces and particle mass, and angul ar acceleratio n from appli ed torques and inerti a matri x
with the standard Newto nian equati ons of mo tion [I] .
The cohes ion of the set of particles is ensured by
the use of a lo ng-range attracti on / short-range repulsion
fo rce. _As in almost every interacting parti cle system, the
fo rce :Fu used by Szeli ski and To nnesen deri ves from the
Lenn ard-Jo nes model of intermo lecul ar potenti al function
I The system described in this sect ion is three-dimensional. fi gures
are drawn in 20 fo r a better understanding .

The wei ghtin g function \jf(r) is a monoto ne decreas in g
function used to limit the range of interacti o ns. We re fer
to [ 13] fo r a discuss ion of these potentials.

3 Keeping the particle set cohesion
In particle systems, the stand ard attraction/repul sion force
model is the Lennard-Jo nes o ne. Thi s fun ction issued
fro m gas mo lecul ar dy namics, althoug h be ing commonl y
used to model interactio ns between particles, presents two
main drawbac ks. First, the parameter set is not intuitive at all. It is quite hard to anticipate the results o f
any change. Secondl y, the syste m oscill ates. Attraction/repul sion force is a conservative force, so osc illatio n
is a natural phenomeno n. Damping is introduced to di ss ipate energy. Problem s come from the amplitude o f these
oscill ations and the use o f a di screte integratio n of dynamic laws. The ir summed effect leads to a slow convergence fo r the partic le system. It can reach a rest state
2We can find in (6) a = E1i"+ I /f! , ~ = EI~;+ I / 11 a nd 11/ = 211; where
E is a scaling factor, rll is the rest distance and 11 remai ns a non intui tive
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only if the time step is very small. A Lennard-Jones function has a steep slope near the equilibrium position r = ro.
When discrete integration methods such as the Euler or the
Newton-Cotes [9] technique are used, if the time step is
too large, particles may need "infinite" time to reach an
equilibrium state. For example, if at time t distance r between A and B is too small, a repulsion force is applied
during next dt . Att + dt, r is greater than ro and an attraction force is applied. At t + 2dt, particles are too close,
and so on. If dt is much too large, the m<?dulus of applied
force grows and the object explodes. If dt is too large (the
most often), it takes a long time for the system to reach
its rest state. During this interval of time, particles movement may cause a change in neighborhood, thus a change
in object behavior. A trivial method to limit oscillations
is to give the medium in which particles evolve an important damping effect. This method does not give the
expected results. Such a damping effect is global to the
scene. Movements due to external forces are damped too.
So external forces amplitude must be increased. Such a
solution is not acceptable because manipulating high amplitude forces requires the use of a small time integration
step. Another solution is to add a friction interaction between particles. It means that the damping effect depends
on local particles density. Although giving better results
than global damping, this approach oflocal damping isn't
satisfactory. Theses approaches don't solve the oscillation
problem, they try to mask it.

r

Figure 3: Cohesion force
• An attractive force is applied when particles are too
distant:

Vr> ro,!(r) < 0

• Repulsion forces grow as particles move nearer:
Vr,O < r < ro,!'(r) < 0
• As particles move away from one another, attraction forces grow, reach a maximum and then decrease to be negligible as soon as distance becomes
:lrm > ro,!'(rm) = 0
too large:

Vro < r < rm,!'(r) < 0
Vr> rm,!'(r) > 0
lim f(r) = 0

r-++~

Defining a new attraction/repulsion force
As oscillations result from the steep slope near r = ro,
we define new attraction/repulsion forces with a null slope
at equilibrium point. First of all, we must study what
are the requirements for a function to model an attraction/repulsion force .

Mathematical definition
The mathematic properties that a function
should
have to model an attraction-repulsion force are the following:

ten

• tcn only depends on inter-particle distance. Its action is to move particles farther or closer to one another: tcn =f(r)r/ rwherer = 11711
• two particles cannot be at the same location:
lim f(r) = +00
r-+O+

• There is one and only one rest distance:
:l! ro,!(ro) = 0
• A repulsive force is applied when particles are too
close:

Vr < ro,!(r) > 0

Cohesion force
We propose the function

fAR(r) = E (

r,

0-

r)3

e- a(ro - r)

2

r

to model the interaction. It verify all the "natural" mathematical conditions required described above and have the
desired property (Figure 3):

!'(ro) = 0
Computing this expression (we call it cohesion force) at
each time step is time consuming, but it can be easily tabulated. This force function is also conservative. Damping
is used, but low coefficients are sufficient to limit oscillations. Experiments show that oscillations are drastically
cut down.
The parameter set is more intuitive than LennardJones one. ro appears explicitly. E is a scaling factor, as
E gets larger the objects becomes stiffer. As in LennardJones expression, parameters are global 3 . Parameter ex
3 Acting on a parameter modifies all the curve, so it is quite hard to
adjust the parameters. It should be better to specify properties for each
part of the curve.
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is not easy to manipulate. Increasing a squashes all the
curve. It allows to shorten the influence radius but the
scaling factor must be used to restore the maximum attraction force.

Experiments and results
To compare cohesion and Lennard-lones forces, a set of
tests was performed. Two (non-oriented) particle systems
are initialized with each type of force (with parameters
chosen in order to get similar behaviors). Each system is
given the same damping, each particle is given the same
mass. Simulations are computed usi ng the same time step.
Particles are placed near their equilibrium position and released. While they reach the equilibrium state, oscillations are measured and plotted versus time in both cases.
Let's calI &j the di splacement of particle i during one time
step. We choose:

as a measure of oscillations. O(t) is a measure of the
movement of the particles around the mass center of the
system. Plots made for systems with various number of
particles show that cohesion forces always make the system converge 4 faster than Lennard-lones forces.
A ro bustness test was performed too, usi ng systems
composed of 3 particles placed on an equilateral triangle
with side length eq ual to p % of the theoretical rest length.
Simul ations were run with p ranging fro m 100% to 60%
(Figure 4). With a length below 60% of the rest length
both systems diverge. We notice that cohesion forces are
much more robust than Lennard-lones ones. Systems initialized wi th Lennard-l ones forces diverge with an initial distance between particles eq ual to 80% of the rest
length while cohesion forces lead to convergence for an
initial length less than 60% of the rest length (Figure 4d).
Cohesion forces in thi s extreme case are not worse than
Lenn ard-l ones forces in a good case (p = 95 %).
During a simulation , except in case of collision s, shape
changes are slow. It means that, if an object is in its rest
state a time t, at time t + dt it will be near its rest state.
Top curves (Figures 4a and 4b) show that oscilIations amplitude stays low.

4

field 5 , should be distorted . When the force field disappears, the object is expected to take back its original shape
(or a "close" approximation of the latter).
The object shape is defined through local interactions
of particles. The set of interaction laws given by R.
Szeliski and D. Tonnesen is not suitable for simulating
deformable objects. The main drawback is related to the
co-circularity potential. This potential forces particles to
be co-cyclic, but the circle isn' t defined (the particles being oriented particles have an associated normal vector,
so that two arbitrary particles are not trivi alIy co-cyclic!).
Consider two particles initially on a circle. If an external event, such as a colIision, occurs, submitting only one
of these particles to an external force field, this particle
moves. Because of the co-circularity interaction law, both
particles will move and rotate to be co-cyclic. When both
particles get on a circle (or near a circle), there is no reason
for thi s circle to be the same as the initial one. As we want
to model memory shape objects, we want these objects
to restore their initial shape after deformation . The constraint imposed by the co-circularity potential isn ' t strong
enough. Thus, we must use a stronger one. A good potential is a potential with only a few minima corresponding to
a small number of particles relative positions.
A way to defi ne the geometry of a surface is to give
the local curvature of each point. This information is sufficient for rebuilding the object. So we defi ne an interaction
which acts to maintain this local curvature. An easy way
to obtain adequate forces and torques is to derive them
from an adequate potential. Such a potential should be
minimal at rest. Any distance function between an "arbitrary" state and the rest state is a candidate. We now describe our choice.
The inverse of the radius of the tangent sphere is a
measure of the curvature. In order to "restore" the object
we try to restore this radius. An oriented particle A and a
radius R defi ne an unique circle. The center of this circle is
the point PA - RnA. Thus, two particles A and B are on the
same circle of radi us Rif and only if: PA - RnA = PB - Rns
or, equivalently, if and only if: Ilr + R(nA - ns) 11 = o.
To avoid computing a square root at each time step, we
choose
$ F =

for the geometrical part of the potential, and get the following interactions laws:

Keeping the object form

We now turn to the main topic of thi s paper. Our goal
is to simulate deformable objects. Theses objects have
their own shape . An object, under a fair ex ternal force
4We say that a syste m converges when it reaches an eq uilibriu m state.
We say that it diverges when the object explode under the action of too
large interaction forces .

~
~

'tF

1~

•

2R[nA x (r- Rns)]\f(llrll )
2[r+ RViA - ns)]\f(llrll)

Applied torque and force are respectively computed by
mUltiplying'tF and 1~ by a decreasing function of the dis50bviously, due to particle model , unreasonable force wi ll cause un controlled permanent deformation or even object explosion.
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Figure 4 : Di stance between initial and rest states influence upon oscillation damping for both attraction forces

tance between particles. We call this interaction form inis null only at the surface of the sphere and
teraction.
el sewhere attracts particles towards the surface. 'tF is null
when the particle normal goes through the center of the
sphere and el sewhere tries to enforce this property. So this
interaction is null if particles are on the same sphere and
e lse acts to place them on it.

iT

5

Modelling shape memory surfaces

Cohesion forces and form interaction allow modelling and
simulation of free-form deformable 3D surfaces. Each
particle is given an interaction law which is a weighted
sum of all the interactions6 described above. The particle
simulation algorithm is a standard one:
As lo ng as the simulati on is running
For eac h parti c le in the scene
Co mpute interacti ons with eac h
6To make them rOllghl y scale independent, we lIse normali zed interacti ons. !)lp and !)le are di vided by 111'112 and <l> F by (RIII'IJ)2.

particle in the neighborhood
For each particle
Sum interactions and external actions
Integrate dynamics laws to compute
acceleration, speed and position

The only difference with a non-oriented particle system is that interaction involves torques besides forces .
Thus, acceleration, speed and position have a linear and
a rotational component.
We introduce a typing mechanism to model more complex behaviors, with two kinds of particle types (hinge and
standard) . We introduce also two kinds of interactions:
a compLete interaction computed with an interaction law
composed of a weighted sum of all the interactions previously described in this paper, and a repuLsion interaction
modelled with an exponential function of the distance. To
handle this, we use a set of simple rules :
• a hinge has a complete interaction with every standard particle.

~ · ·· ·
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• a standard particle has a complete interaction with
all instances of the same standard type and with
hinges.
• particles with no complete interaction repel themselves.
This feature allows to subdivide the object into as
many independents parts (with a standard type per part)
as needed and connect them with hinges.
As in most particle systems that model deformable objects, we introduce another rule to specify object membership:
• a particle interacts (as described above) with each
particle belonging to the same object and repels others.
The use of such a rule allows detection and treatment of
collisions between objects at no extra cost.
Szeliski and Tonnesen oriented particles define only a
normal and a tangent plane. We choose to model an oriented particle as a complete referential, with an origin posi tion (particle position) and three axes (particle orientation). The normal vector n used in interactions is an arbitrary normed vector in particle referential. In this way we
can model more complex behaviors and avoid using twist
control interaction .
Figure 5 shows a spiral modelled with ten oriented particles. Each particle's interaction law is a weighted sum
of cohesion, form, co-planarity, and friction interactions.
Each particle has a specific local curvature (used for the
form interaction ) that grows as the particle gets closer to
the inside of the spiral. The co-planarity interaction is
used to keep all the particles in the same plane. Figure Sa)
shows the object in its rest state. Opposing external forces
are applied to the two extremity of the spiral. Their action
is to uncoil it (Figure 5b and Figure 5c), until interactions
between particles (due to their relatives posi tions) generate compensating internal forces (Figure 5d). This state
is a rest state. The sum of external plus internal forces
is zero. During the second phase, external forces are released. The spiral progressively recovers its shape (Figure Se and Figure 5f).

6

Modelling implicit objects with shape memory skeleton

Implicit surfaces have been used by Marie-Paule Gascuel
to model deformable objects [4]. An object is defined by a
set of skeletons and a set of associated potential functions.
The object surface is an isosurface of the sum of all em itted potentials. The slope of the potential function around
this constant defines the stiffness of the object. Each implicit surface is sampled. Collision detection is computed
by testing sample points of an implicit surface against the

potential emitted by the other object. Potentials are decreasing functions of the distance of the emitting skeleton . Therefore it is straightforward to know if a point is
inside or outside the object. If the value of the potential
in the tested point is higher than the considered constant,
the point is inside the object, otherwise it is outside. Exact
contact surfaces are modelled by adding negative terms to
the potentials. The exact contact surfaces allows to compute reaction forces in the collision area. These reaction
forces are then expressed at the skeleton center of mass as
a pair (force, torque) and integrated during the following
time step.
Recent work uses a non-oriented particle system as
skeleton for this kind of object to model highly deformable
objects. As shown in [2], using a particle system as a set of
skeletons for implicit objects means being able to dispatch
reaction forces between particles, being able to re-sample
efficiently implicit surfaces after a change of topology.
We propose the use of an oriented particles system to
handle skeletons. This allows modelling a new kind of
objects: implicit defined deformable objects with shape
memory skeletons. Such objects combine features of the
two models: shape memory and adaptable topology, precise contact processing and high quality rendering. As oriented particles are referentials, using them to handle skeletons of the implicit surface allows many improvements in
this kind of modelling. Anisotropic potential functions
can be used instead of distance functions used in [4, 2].
Each skeleton can be a complex object defined as a collection of primitives placed in the oriented particle referenti al.
Figure 6 shows a simulation of a collision between
implicitly defined objects. The ball is a deformable object [4]. To each particle of the spiral from Figure S we
attached a square skeleton. Deformations of the resultant implicit surface are only due to the movements of the
skeletons. Initially the spiral is in a rest state an the ball
is given a linear speed to collide the spiral. Collision deforms the spiral which recovers its original shape.

7

Conclusions and future work

As the implemented system was designed to test whether
dynamic simulation with oriented particles is feasible or
not, there was no optimization (neither in time nor in
memory) done up to now. However, it is important to note
that simulations are computed at interactive rate (ratio between computing and simulation time is about 3). This
feature is important for such a tool. Modifications on parameters can be validated immediately by their influence
on simulation . New animations can easily be designed.
Let us emphasize a few advantages of the proposed
methods.
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Figure 5: Recovering shape after a distortion

Figure 6: 3D simulation with implicit surfaces
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• As with all particle-based modelling systems, the
topology of the modeled objects can very easily
change through time.
• Representing objects by a discrete sample of their
surfaces can lead to significant savings in memory.
• The use of oriented particles to model shape memory skeletons as presented in the last section is new
and offers a wide range of modeling new options.
A 2D implementation was done with a X windows
interface. A 3D implementation was done within Fabule [3], a dynamic animation system developed in our research group.
The use of oriented particle systems to automatically
reconstruct and simulate deformable objects from 3D data
such as data from medical imagery is currently being investigated. Further work to be done includes:
• Re-writing the cohesion force to obtain a scale independent interaction. This will allow to write a cohesion force depending on the direction of the interacting particle.
• Writing a new form interaction with curvature function of direction of the interacting particle. This feature will allow to reconstruct object with less error.
• Finally, using oriented particles to handle skeletons of an implicitly defined object allows to define
anisotropic potentials.
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